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Despite being a play that is reputed to have been consistently unpopular 

with audiences and readers alike over the last four centuries, Shake-

speare’s Coriolanus has experienced an encouraging resurgence in recent 

years. First, through Ralph Fiennes’ 2011 critically-acclaimed cinema adap-

tation; and, more recently, through the hugely successful Donmar Ware-

house production, featuring Tom Hiddleston in the title role, which has 

since been made accessible to international audiences through the engag-

ing NT Live film of the stage performance. Almost as significant, perhaps, is 

the release of the Arden Third Series edition of the play, which seems simi-

larly poised to counter the poor reputation the play has gained in both the-

atrical and literary circles by presenting it as an approachable and compel-

ling reading experience.  

In keeping with the overall aesthetic that The Arden Shakespeare has 

employed for their Third Series, Coriolanus is a lavish and attractive vol-

ume, topping out at 500 pages, and thereby positioning itself as an irresist-

ible purchase for the materially-minded Shakespearean. I have purchased 

three other titles from the series in recent years, including Hamlet1 (itself a 

staggering 600 pages), King Lear2
 and The Tempest,3 and while I cannot 
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claim that I have been disappointed or remorseful over the purchases (they 

certainly look attractive on my shelf), they have nonetheless not proven to 

be the indispensable resource their comprehensive length would suggest. If 

one requires a reading copy of a play for purposes of research or analysis, 

the smaller editions, such as the New Cambridge series or the ever-reliable 

Penguin Classics, will do just as well. Furthermore, the introductions of the 

Arden editions, which typically run to 150 pages, and include historical 

background and performance histories, do not noticeably improve on the 

template established by the Oxford editions in previous decades. Likewise, 

the Arden appendices, which usually cover textual debates, musical mate-

rial, and excerpts from Shakespeare’s sources, etc., likewise tend to repro-

duce familiar material and otherwise do little to attract the general or aca-

demic reader. 

However, Coriolanus appears to be an exception this somewhat dis-

appointing trend, and the success of this edition is perhaps a reflection of 

the adage that the best Shakespeare plays are those that are less familiar 

to us. Plays that have been consistently popular in performance traditions 

over the centuries have also been subject to frequent scholarly analysis, 

and it is usually the case that a new edition of Hamlet or The Tempest will 

struggle to draw from recent scholarship anything to add to the content of 

earlier editions that will be relevant to general readers. A less well-known 

play, on the other hand, may still be fresh to theatrical experience, and can 

likewise continue to produce new insights in historical and literary analysis 

that can help shape the reader’s understanding of the play, thereby invest-

ing a new critical edition with a great deal of value and purpose. 

This has been consistently the case with Coriolanus, with the Arden 

Second Edition (Philip Brockbank),
4
 the Oxford (Brian Parker) and the New 

Cambridge (Lee Bliss)
5
 editions all drawing particular praise for making 

meaningful and interesting a play that is so often overlooked in discussions 

of Shakespeare. The editor of the Arden Third Edition, Peter Holland, is an 

experienced Shakespearean with equal footing in both literary and theatri-

cal analyses and approaches his task with some reverence. Although Cori-

olanus is one of those “folio only” plays, and is therefore not subject to the 

multiple difficulties that face editors of plays for which there are multiple 

textual sources, it should not be assumed that the editing of Coriolanus is a 

pro forma matter, which Holland demonstrates with the considerable atten-

tion to detail he shows in matters like spelling and metrics, the particulars of 

which may remain obscure to general readers. Yet, first and foremost, Hol-

land appears to have approached all of these difficulties with the goal of 

readability foremost in his mind; and the version of the play that results is 

distinguished by the fact that it renders a harsh and difficult narrative not 
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only readable, but also evocative and gripping. 

Similarly, the approach that Holland takes to the introductory matter is 

successful in a way that the other titles in the Arden Third Series have 

failed to achieve. There is no doubt that an editor will draw on their own re-

search specialties to shape their overview of a play, particularly when there 

are 150 pages to fill. The editors of Arden The Tempest, for example, Alden 

and Virginia Mason Vaughan, are perhaps best known for their 1993 mon-

ograph Shakespeare’s Caliban: A Cultural History,
6
 a thorough and fasci-

nating study of one of that play’s most discussed characters. As one might 

expect, the introductory matter for The Tempest draws heavily on that 

same base of research material and, while it no doubt aims for balance, it 

nonetheless extends the premise of the earlier book to give Caliban a par-

ticular prominence in the introduction. Since it has for some time been a 

commonplace in modern criticism to give Caliban thematic prominence, the 

approach remains familiar and there is thus little incentive for the reader to 

delve more fully into the introduction.  

A glance at the contents page of Coriolanus suggests that it, too, is 

heavily oriented to the editor’s own research preoccupations. The main 
body of Holland’s introduction features the usual discussions of Plutarch 
and Livy, the political climate of Jacobean England at the time of writing, 

and the performance history of the play, which of course gives considerable 

focus to the political adaptations of the play in the mid-twentieth century, all 

of which may be reasonably familiar to readers of the play. However, be-

fore turning to this material, the introduction begins with a lengthy compara-

tive analysis of four different productions of the play, all from different coun-

tries, and all from within the 1930s. This highly subjective approach de-

rives, by the editor’s own admission, from earlier lecture material he had 
developed independently of his duties as editor, and while this might seem 

to compromise the objectivity to which an editor must aspire, the gesture 

remains highly effective, for although the material covered may not be of 

specific use to any academic researcher, it is nonetheless fascinating, and 

it may stimulate the researcher to engage with the play’s history in a com-

parable way. The more general material that follows this opening section 

possesses the critical rigour that one would expect, but the momentum that 

is established in this first salvo gives the reader the incentive to read this 

other material, as well as the play itself. 

Unfortunately, while the edition may do much to spur academic inter-

est in the play, as a tool for research it is less effective. Since the priority of 

the Arden imprint appears to be to produce editions of gargantuan propor-

tions, one would hope that the editions would therefore provide multiple re-

sources for further investigation. Yet, for all of Coriolanus’ length, there are 
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some noticeable gaps in what is offered; for example, the first appendix 

features a table that purports to list significant productions of the play 

through its history. At the outset, the editor claims that the table is not in-

tended to be comprehensive, and it is clear that, with some exceptions, it is 

mainly twentieth-century Anglophone productions that are represented. If 

this list is not intended to be comprehensive, then why include it at all? The 

opening section of the edition’s introduction offered a subjective analysis of 
various productions in the 1930s, and the latter part of the introduction pro-

vided a detailed overview of its stage history. In this light, the appendix 

seems like a hasty afterthought and, given the tantalising questions that 

Holland’s analyses raise, it seems a shame that his research could not ex-

tend to creating a more useful list for those interested in researching the 

topic further.  

Despite Arden’s promotional claim that its Shakespeare editions are 

“the best in contemporary scholarship,” I remain sceptical that the attractive 

editions they offer truly represent the best option for the Shakespearean 

academic. The unprecedented length of their editions only highlights the 

fact that there is little in them that improves on earlier work. Nonetheless, it 

appears that Coriolanus is a play that appears to thrive in critical editions of 

this type, where the comfortable space given over to introductory matter 

provides an outlet for scholarly research that might not otherwise find its 

way to general readers of Shakespeare. The edition succeeds in creating a 

highly readable experience of the drama that may serve as an effective 

companion to the performances of the play that have proven so popular in 

recent years. Hopefully, this recent interest is not just a passing fad, but ra-

ther signals the beginning of a flourishing critical interest in a Shakespeare 

play that many feel has been unjustly neglected for too long. If so, this Ar-

den edition could well spur that interest into a productive new phase. 
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